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INSI E Two KCC faculty members have been selected to participate in a global competition. Page 5

Talent exudes from the
last Koa Gallery student
exhibit of the fall
semester.

The Kapi'o staff
participates in their last
food competition by
having cookie bake-off.

~

ACM students,to showcase films
By Alika Pfaltzgraff
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
On Friday, April 30, the film
department at the University of
Hawai'i at Manoa will be hosting its
very first film festival.
The films being screened will be
comprised entirely of student films,
and they will be free to the public.
"The Academy for Creative Media
emphasizes narrative, or story telling,
theories, skills and application across
multiple platforms of digital media
and within a context of cultural and
aesthetic values.
More than just a 'film school;
ACM seeks to empower students to
tell their own stories of Hawaii, the
Pacific and Asia rather than have
those stories told for them through a
different cultural lens that is distant
and often distorted:' - ACM mission
statement
The ACM often features many
other types of competitions with cash
incentives.
For instance, the Grace Abernethy Screenwriting Competition is
awarded to the best written to screenplay and awards the student $1,200
toward the production of the script.
The ACM is also involved with a

PHOTO COURTESY OF JONAH OKANO

Academy for Creative Media student Jonah Okano checks the gates of the camera for any obstructions in the picture.

yearly program known as SMART
(Student Media Art) Exchange program, which enables selected students to take their films to China
for the Shanghai International Film
Festival.
While there, students. are able to
take part in the unique experience
of making_ a film in Shanghai in col-

Excellent faculty . ·
wOn't be rewarded
By Paige L. Jinbo
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
For the first time in more than
30 years, the Excellent in Teaching

Award will not be presented to any
member of the KCC community.
"This was my worst nightmare,
having no selection;' said Shawn
Ford, chairman for KCC's Faculty
Student Relations Committee.
Earlier this spring, 12 faculty members- four lecturers and four full-time
faculty - were nominated. The ETA
consists of two awards: one for fulltime faculty and one tor lecturers.
In February, announcements were
sent out to inform those who were
nominated. However, only four from
each group responded and accepted
the nominations.
Upon acceptance, faculty members
were required to submit an essay and
one year's worth of student evaluations. The essay included teaching and
grading philosophies, tools and techniques used to asses student learning,
types of professional development and
community service students engage
in, and special lessons that the faculty member has learned from the
students. In addition, nominees must

open their classrooms up to observation to members of the Faculty. Student Relations Committee. The FSRC
determines the recipient of the ETA.
Before all the paperwork came
through, though, three lecturers
backed out leaving only one lecturer.
Then, one full-time faculty member
took a leave of 1absence, taking the
nominee out of-the running. Another
full-time facul!Y nominee didn't
submit the pape: work by the deadline,
leaving only tWo candidates. As the
committee star~ed making its rounds
of observations through each candidate's classroom, a full-time faculty
member was put on medical leave.
By late March, only one nominee
remained for each category.
"It's a crapshoot that we just have
to select one excellent teacher out of
the many on the campus;' said Keith
Kashiwada, student engagement
coordinator and 2006 recipient of the
ETA. "It's an empty feeling that they
couldn't select one:'
Ford and all the other members of
FSRC held a meeting and decided to
not give out the award this year.
ETA: See page 5

laboration with filmmaking students
from Shanghai University's School of
Film and Television Arts.
UH is the only American university to engage in this U.S.-China Student Film Co-Production program.
Jonah Okano, who's been in the
ACM program for almost two years,
said he's excited to be able to show his

work to a large audience.
"Usually it's just us showing these
films to our classmates and family, so
I look forward to seeing the reaction
my film gets from people who don't
know me:' he said.
During the competition, a panel
of facu}ty judges will vote and award
several additional awards, which will

be presented at an ACM Awards Ceremony May 7 that will feature clips
from the winning films.
There will also be an ACM St\1- ;
dent Association Audience Award . .
Some award winners will also receive
a small stipend to cover the costs of
entering their films into several prestigious student film festivals.
The awards span genres such as
Best Narrative, Best Comedy, Best
Direction, Best Cinematography,
Best Animation, and Outstanding
Filmmaker.
When asked about the event,
ACM Assistant Professor Joel Moffett commented, "This is an extraordinary inaugural event. The ACM
community is coming together like
no time before and this is an excellent
opportunity for anyone who is interested in our program to come and
check us out. Watch our films. Meet
our students. Eat our food. If you're
interested in film, these are the most
obvious events you should be attending- don't miss the ACM Awards and
Showcase:'
So if you're looking to see what
these students have offer, screenings
will take place from 5-10:30 P.M in
the Art Auditorium.

Cosplay at Kawaii-Kon

KYLE DU RIGAN I KAPI'O

Kawaii-Kon is an annual event that calls for widespread costume play, or cosplay, for those who attend. Cosplayers imitate characters from their favorite anime, mango or video game, incorporating oversized and outlandish
weapons. For full access to Kawaii-Kon 2010, visit www.kapio.net to view a photo gallery, video and full article
covering the event.
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THE VIEW WE TAKE

KAPJV

Freedom of speech violated in cartoon
South Park, a controversial cartoon that airs every Wednesday on
Comedy Central, is known for its vulgarity. It doesn't discriminate when it
comes to poking fun at various religions, ethnicities, politicians and current events.
Creators Trey Parker and Matt
Stone are responsible for the lewd yet
addicting show that has attracted fans
across the country.
In its premiere season in 1997,
South Park racked up more than 9.1
million viewers, which eventually
decreased over the years and is currently averaging 3 million viewers per
episode, according to a CNN article.
Despite their large fan base, the
creators can't help but offend someone or something in each episode.
Parker and Stone have offended
various religious groups including
Jews, Catholics and Scientologists,
all of which have complained and
reque ted those particular episodes
to be cen ored or removed from syndication.
But according to the Fir t Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, American have the right to freedom of
peech.
o why did Comedy Central
decide to heavily censor the 200th
epi ode that featured the depiction of
the Mu lim prophet Muhammad?
According to the Muslim faith,
Muhammad's face is not to be
depicted because he wants those to
focus on his teachings rather than the
appearance.
In the 200th episode, South Park
creators decided to portray Muhammad disguised in a bear suit.
A member of the Revolutionmuslin.com group, Abu Talhah al
Amrikee, was extremely offended by
the episode. In response, he posted a
threatening message on the Comedy
Central Web site.
"We have to warn Matt and Trey
that what they are doing is stupid,
and they will probably wind up like
Theo Van Gogh for airing this show,"
stated FoxNews referencing the post
made by al Amrikee. "This is not a
threat but a warning of the reality of
what will likely happen to them."
For those who aren't familiar with
Theo Van Gogh, he was a Dutch filmmaker who was murdered in 2004
after creating a documentary that
covered violence against Muslim
women in some Islam societies.
Since when did freedom of speech
create a danger for those who are
trying to exercise their right as an
American?
It is one thing to be offended by

Ways to be cashier friendly
By Paige L. Jinbo
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

While I love - LOVE- my job as Editor-in-Chief of this newspaper,
I must have a job that entails mindless work. Being a cashier more or
less fills that void. It' not just that it's easy work but I oddly enjoy it. It'
therapeutic for me.
However, rude u tomers can ruin it for me. From bad attitude to
paying your entire total in dimes, I've seen it all.
_If I have to be ourteou and respectful to ou, do the arne. Good
ustomer service can ometimes make your day.
To en ure that you have an enjoyable experience at your local store,
keep the e Top 10 in mind as a guide of what not to do.

10
AP

South Park has had several instances over the years that have offended different religious groups, including jews. Recently the creators of the animated
comedy released a controversial episode with Muslim prophet Muhammad.

someone's ·opinion or depiction of a
race or religion, but it is another to
threaten or create fear in someone.
Although it isn't an excuse, South
Park doesn't single out any one religion or race. They equally make fun
of various groups and organizations,
just one episode at a time.
Frankly, it's all out of fun.
Despite the fact that al Amrikee
defends himself by saying that his
post was not a threat, how can you
say that the creators of South Park are
going to end up like Theo Van Gogh
when that person tht;y are compared
to were murdered? ·
It's not right and should not be
tolerated.
After the "warning" posted by al
Amrikee, Comedy Central decided
to increase censorship of the episode,
including beeping out the name of
Muhammad as well as any imaging
that depicted the prophet.
What is interesting is South Park
depicted Muhammad in an earlier
episode that originally aired in July
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2001. Is the fact that this episode
was aired po t 9/ 11 a reason for the
increased censorship?
In addition, why is it that the
Muslims have a stronger hold on the
network compared to other religious
groups and races?
What is ironic is the fact that al
Amrikee has a history of publicizing terrorist propaganda as well as
promoting violence against-non
Muslims, according to the Anti-Defamation League (www.ADL.org).
As an American, we have earned
the right to express our opinions, just
as much as we have earned the right
to practice different faiths.
We shouldn't be threatened or discouraged because of the difference of
viewpoints.

The view we take is written by the
editors of the Kapi'o. We welcome all
responses to this subject. E-mail "Letter
to the Editor" at kapio@hawaii.edu.
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No babysitter on the premises
• Don't ask m e questions regarding the whereabouts of members of
your party. I ain not their keeper.

9

Asking for change
• Requesting change for your
$20 after you pay with your charge
card doesn't fly. Even if you pay
with cash, I could ca;e less that you
need $5 in quarters to do laundry.
I am not a bank.

8• If

Price check
possible, look at the monitor
while I ring you up. Don't stand
there after your transaction is
completed and tell me the price is
wrong. Focus, people.

·1

Talking on your phone
• Be polite and get ~fr your phone
when checking-out. It slows down
the process when you're on the
phone because you're distracted. If
you don't like standing in line, do
your part to make sure you're an
efficient customer.

6

Reusable bags
• I am NOT a fan of bagging all
your items and then you break
out your reusable bags. I will not
un-bag all your items. However,
I will place the plastic bag into
your reusable bag. The lesson here;
Bring out your bags at the begin~
ning of the transaction.

5

Impulse buys
• It's not that difficult to decide
whether you want the Butterfinger or Reese's Peanut Butter Cup.

They're call d impulse buys for a
reason, not I'm -going-to-standhere-and-pon~er buys.

4.

Crying children
Please do your part in keeping
your kid from crying or screaming
while in line. Cashiers aren't sympathetic toward the shrieking of
your children, e pecially if you're
doing nothing to calm your kid
down.

3

Nasty attitude
• When I say, "Thanks for the
wait. l'm sorry about that:' don't
open your fat mouth and tell me,
"Well, it's not like I could have
done anything about
Don't
make me double ring your items.

u:·

2

Empty your basket
•· If you just hand your shopping basket to me or just leave it
on the counter/conveyor belt, I
will pick it up and tum it upside
down. Stop being a turd and assist
me by taking your items out.

1

Kiddie cash store
• It is not precious or cute on
any level doing 16 separate transactions for all of your children.
This isn't a life lesson on how to
pay for their items; it's a lesson
in how to successfully irritate a
cashier. We have .chi~dren-p~ay
registers located in Aisle 25.

Next weeks Top 10 will be the Editor-in-Chief's Top 10 favorite people
of the Kapi'o, past and present.
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Justin Bieber: soulful talent
By Ashley Chapman
COPY EDITOR

Who would know that a 16-yearold boy from Ontario, Canada could
have lyrics and vocals more meaningful than some experienced R&B and
pop singers?
Justin Bieber, who was first discovered after posting various videos
on YouTube, didn't take long to make
a name for himself.
Although he is still a teenager, he
is way ahead of his time. Many do not
think he has the talents and the vocal
ability to be a long-lasting artist, but I
think differently.
There were two artists in particular who also saw talent in the young
artist, Justin Timberlake and Usher.
Both were impressed by his natural
singing ability and wanted to sign
him to their respected record labels.
Ultimately though, Usher was the one
to sign Bieber.
After being signed to Island
Records in 2008, Bieber began recording his first album "My World;' which
was released in November 2009.
The first single released, "One
Time;' showed off Bieber's lyrical
style of puppy love and being young,
"When I met you girl my heart went
knock knock! Now them butterflies
in my stomach won't stop stop/ And
even though it's a struggle love is all
we got:'
Some criticize Bieber for being
too young to sing about love and
heartbreak. What does a 15-year-old
boy know about love?
Those critics obviously don't
remember being in elementary
school and having crushes on classmates. Whether it was puppy love,
infatuation or true love, it all depends
on the person. But Bieber is able to
express this without holding back on
his talents.
One of the main reasons why
Bieber has gained so much success in
a short aniount of time can be blamed
on his ability to reach out to pre-teens
and teens.
His innocent look has enabled
him to lure in young listerners (in a
non-creepy way).
Although "My World" was only
a seven song EP, it still put Bieber's
name on the charts. The songs have
a simple beat that allow the lyrics to
stand out.
Bieber's sophomore album, "My
World 2.0;' released March 2010,
brought .more heart and soul. Fans
took a liking to it, because it sold
more than 92,000 records in three
weeks, according to an article in
Entertainment Weekly.
The first single released off this
album was "Baby" featuring Ludacris, and Bieber continues to show his
talents with his heartfelt lyrics. "And I
wanna play it cool, But I'm losin' you/
I'll buy you anything, I'll buy you any
ring:'
The song has a catchy beat that
makes you want to dance and sing the
lyrics, regardless of whether you want
to or not. They are that catchy.

AP

Top: Justin Bieber arrives at the Juno Awards on Sunday, April 18, held in St.
John's, Newfoundland, Canada. Bottom: Bieber, 16, performs with rapper
Drake at the Juno Awards. Bieber is popularly known for his song "One Time."

If you didn't watch the music
video or see a picture of Bieber, you
would probably guess that he was a
girl because ofhis high-pitched voice,
but don't diss him based on that.
He is young and hasn't developed
his full vocal ability yet, but he has
plenty of time to grow into his voice
and shows great talent.
Along with his singing potential, Bieber can also play the drums,
guitar, piano and trumpet.
If you were to compare Bieber to
other young musicians such as Miley
Cyrus, the Jonas Brothers or Sean
Kingston, Bieber stands alone.
Many young artist like Bieber
have become famous after appearing
on TV shows. But Bieber is proving
that you can get discovered and gain
success from showing your talents on
You Tube.
With plenty of years ahead of him
to grow and develop as an artist, it

will be interesting to see where Justin
Bieber is in the next five years.
Bieber is currently on tour. Above
is a listing of ·his upcoming shows.
If you are interested in finding out
more about his appearances and news
regarding to Justin, check out his Web
site at www.justinbiebermusic.o; g.
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CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY BRIEFS
of events around KCC

Class to present results of algae removal
The environment and ecology class lab (BIO 124), led by instructor
Wendy Kuntz, will be presenting student posters in "Management Implications of Algae Removal in Maunalua Bay" on Tuesday, April 27 in KCC's
STEM Center on the second floor of Koki'o from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Apple workshops to arrive on campus
On Saturday, May 1, from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., The Hawai'i Mac and
Apple Users' group and the Prof. Photographers of Hawai'i are holding an
event on campus. They will host workshops on new Apple products and
photography. Everyone is welcome and the event will be held in the 'Ohi'a
Cafeteria and Auditorium. There will be a camera swap meet, door prizes
and free, clear 4G Wi-Fi. For more information on the festival, visit the
Web site at http://hmaus.org/springfest2010.

Music students to show off their skills
Students from Lina Dods music classes will be showcasing the skills they've
aquired in class. "Music Monday'' will be held on Monday, April 26 during
student activity hour, 12:15 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. Students from the college chorus,
guitar, ukulele and synthesizer ensemble are expected to perform.

New way to learn a language
By Nix Kinney and
Remington Taum
STAFF WRITERS

Learning a second language is a
daunting task regardless of which
tongue you chose to adapt. With technology advancing at unprecedented
rates, alternative ways to learning
other languages have become both
abundant and varied. From full
immersion to a traditional classroom
setting, options are available to suit
any learning need.
Unlike being face to face in a
classroom, the student is able to learn
at his or her own pace. Students also
open themselves up to a new way of
learning a language than the traditional classroom meeting.
By learning classes online, students have the options of communicating live with others from different
countries.
The most recent language learning
novelty is taking place over the Internet, fueling Web sites such as www.

babbel.com and www.lingq.com.
"It's like a social network built
around language;' said Spencer
Toyama, a supporter of online language courses, "You can learn to be
conversational with online classes:'
Another interactive online communityiswww.livemocha.com, which
features live chat and motivational
tools to help further engage students.
Livemocha.com allows users to converse with native speakers via email,
text and video chat for free.
"In class, you only have one person,
the teacher, who speaks the language,
and a bunch of student's who don't;'
said Toyama, "With livemocha.com, I
chat with people from Brazil, it forces
me to speak Portuguese a lot more
than if I were to speak with a fellow
student:'
Kapi'olani Community College
offers online language courses in
French, Spanish and Japanese. Satoru
Shinagawa is a Japanese language
professor who has been teaching

online language courses since 1999.
"I like technology and seeing
what's possible;' said Shinagawa.
His online classes consist of daily
homework assignments which are
composed of vocabulary quizzes and
listening assignments. With current
enrollment from students in Georgia
and South Korea, he has designed the
courses to be taken anywhere in the
world.
Despite the accessibility of online
classes, they aren't for anyone. As
with most online classes, a certain
amount of self-discipline is required
to succeed.
"Older people are usually more
self disciplined and highly motivated;' said Shinagawa, "so they tend
to do well in online classes:'
Jayrne Shimomura is one such
student who has had the experience
of taking language courses both
in-class and over the Internet. She
ONLINE: See page 5

Students display
talents in art show

The 2010 Student Show is the biggest art show of the year, said Koa Gallery
director David Behlke. The show normally attracts 2,000 people every year.

By Janell Nakahara
ADVERTISING MANAGER

'lfransferring to HPU was a great decision ...
HPU accepted almost all of my credits while other colleges did not. From the moment I registered,
I felt as though my education was just as important to HPU as it was to me. The advising staff was
always available whenever I had questions about classes and my educational goals. This gave me
a sense of security, knowing that someone was there to help guide me. The faculty were always
available too; I could meet with them whenever I needed advice.l'm glad I chose HPU, and that
I'm graduating with my Bachelor's degree from such a great place!"
-Lorrie Kim, Travel Industry Management, Class of 2008

Get Where YOU Want To Go
Call (808) 544-0238 • www.hpu.edu/transfer

Hawai'i Pacific University admits students of any race. color, national and ethnic origin. religion.
gender. age. ancestry, marital status. sexual orientation. veteran status and disability.

As the spring semester comes to
a close, students are getting ready to
prepare for finals, projects and papers.
But at KCC, it is not only the students who are ardently working to get
things finished. Koa Gallery director
and KCC art professor David Behlke
and staff have worked hard putting
together their biggest art show of the
year, the 2010 Student Show.
This year's 2010 Student Show
is a treasure trove of talent that is
breathing life in the Koa Gallery. This
show brings in many visitors, as does
the opening reception that attracts
about 2,000 people for this exhibit
every year. About 285 students this
year have their work displayed in the
inviting and creatively transformed
Koa Gallery from April22-May 8.
As soon as you enter the gallery,
you can feel the dedication and talent
that exudes from the varied artwork.
There are paintings of still life, portrait drawings, masks, sculptures,
jewelry, ceramics and KCC's New
Media Arts award-winning animation and graphic arts. This is a rare
and refreshing look at art at its truest
stage, the beginning of these young

artists' journeys. The show is a captivating visual display of KCC's art
students' talents being carefully nurtured by the close teachings of the
devoted KCC art instructors.
This is not just a display of talent,
but rather it is a display of a unique
visual result of dedicated instructors
sharing their knowledge and expertise to help students fine-tune their
abilities.
Behlke and staff have worked
extremely hard to put together a
remarkable show and to carefully
display every piece of artwork so that
each shines in its own way.

What: 2010 Student Show
When: April 22-May 8
Where: Koa Gallery
Hours: M-F 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Sat
9 a.m.-3 p.m., Sundays and
holidays closed

Email: koagly@hawii.edu
http://koagallery.kcc.hawaii.
edu
Phone: 734-9374

Admission: FREE

.....

www.kapio.net

KCC is represented nationally

RECENT SNAPSHOTS

of national and world events

By Remington Taum
STAFF WRITER

This is the first semester that The
Global Skills for College Completion
(GSCC) res_earch project is being conducted. It is collaboration between
LaGuardia Community College, the
League for Innovation in the Community College and the Knowledge
in the Public Interest. This project
focuses on 16 community colleges
throughout the country.
Two faculty members at KCC
have been chosen to represent the
school because of their teaching and
high passing rate in their classes.
Reid Sunahara, writing instructor, and LaVache Scanlan, coordinator for first year experience, were
selected to work with the group of 26
faculty members participating in the
research project.
The process of choosing colleges
began with a total of 1,200 schools
and was then narrowed down to 40
and at last, the current 16 colleges
participating.
A goal is to increase the passing rate of below 100-level courses
in math and English to at least 80
percent. The classes that are closely
examined are the ones right before
the 100 level classes: Math 25 and
English 22.
The data is not only to help with
increasing passing rates but to see
how this project has affected the student after the 100-level courses.
" ... To develop a breakthrough
curriculum and improve instruction
in the teaching of math and writing
basic skills;' wrote the LaGuardia
Community College Web site of the
program's goals.
At KCC now, the average passing rates are at 50 percent, explained
Scanlan.
"I think it's a great opportunity for
us;' said Kauka De Silva, Kahikolu-

ETA:
Continued from page 1
The award is typically presented
to the recipient at KCC's commencement ceremony in May. Until then,
the winner is kept a secret.
"''m not sure if it's fair to withhold
the award simply because the pool of
faculty is too small;' said Kashiwada.
"The pool doesn't take the eligibility and worthiness of the candidate
away:'
Ford emphasized that not giving
the award doesn't mean that there
aren't excellent teachers on campus.
"Since there's no pool of teachers,
we can't objectively say if they're a
good teacher;' Ford explained.
He attributed the reason for fac ulty members and lecturers not
accepting their nominations to the
procedures of the award.
'All the paperwork and the observations of the classrooms are a logistical nightmare;' he said. "These
procedures are archaic and a turn-off
for everyone:'

"I think in alt I spend about five to six hours
a week on the project, sometimes more."

-';'Reid Sunaharar writing

instructor~

"This is a huge honor, I feel grateful to
be (:lpart of this."

-laVache Scanlan, coordinator for
first year experience

·

amea department chair.
Nobody really knows why students don't pass their. classes, but
the Global Skills project is helpful
in bringing in information on how
to improve students' passing rates.
De Silva added that it's important to
see what practices are used across
the nation and observe how KCC can
implement them.
Those heading the project are
looking for commonalities of how
the classes are taught and add that
into their data collection.
The project is funded by the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation and has
been granted $3.6 million for the two
years of research, stated the LaGuardia Community College Web site.
The teachers are required to participate in online discussions, submit
an Eportfolio, which includes student
work and lesson plans. Instructors are
to also participate in weekly online
discussions, film three of the class
sessions and upload assignments as
well as student work.
"I think in all I spend about five
to six hours a week on the project,
sometimes more;' Sunahara wrote in
an e-mail correspondence.
When the project began in January,

Ford and members of the FSRC are
submitting a proposal to the Board of
Student Activities and the Chancellor's Office to adjust the nomination
and acceptance procedures.
The goal is to get more students
involved with entire process. While
students nominate the faculty members, it's the committee that determines the winner. Ford would like to
eventually see students voting for their
teachers not just nominating them.
'As cheesy as it sounds, we want
to take faculty and student awards
into the 21st Century;' Ford said. "We
want to utilize the technology that's
out there now:'
As for this year's two remaining
nominees, Ford hoped that he would
carry them over to next year's ETA
and present two awards, but the office
for the vice president of community
colleges declined the request.
''I'm disappointed to not be giving
this award out;' he said. "I feel responsible to a great degree, but I suppose
I have to think positive. I know that
there's great teachers on campus, I
know them personally:'

the chosen instructors met in Phoenix,
Ariz. The trip was planned to provide
the teachers with training. Throughout the next two years, 14 facilitators
will check in with the teachers and
meet with them three times.
Within the selected teachers, there
is a smaller group called a, Pedagogy
circle. In this circle of about six teachers,
LaVache explained that each instructor
presents to the group to receive feedback about the lesson plans.
The participation in three choice
events per semester is required from
each of the teachers. One way to
present in a choice event is to shoot
a video showing techniques used in
the classes.
"This is a huge honor, I feel grateful to be apart of this;' La Vache said.
Chancellor
Leon
Richards
explained that the remedial and
developmental math and English programs is a concern on this campus.
The GSCC project is a way to raise
the percentages of students passing
these classes and improve students'
learning.
"We were highly elated that we
were selected;' Richards said. "We are
very pleased that our faculty members can participate .. :'

Online:

AP

A total of two out of three of the American hikers who have been jailed
in Iran for the past nine months are reported to be in poor health. Sarah
Shourd, is suffering a serious gynecological condition and battling depression, while Shane Bauer has a stomach ailment, according to The Associated Press. The three University of California at Berkeley graduates were
first detained after they strayed into Iran while hiking in Iraq. Iran's intelligence minister accused them of having links to U.S. intelligence services.

German Shepherd rescues owner in fire
A dashcam video from the Alaska State Troopers shows a dog leading
them through winding back roads to a blazing fire at his owners' property.
The video on the troopers' website shows the German shepherd running
to meet the trooper's vehicle, then racing to the house on Caswell Lakes, in
Anchorage, on April 4.
Troopers say Buddy and his owner, 23-year-old Ben Heinrichs, were
in the family workshop when a heater ignited chemicals. Heinrichs told
Buddy: "We need to get help:'
The dog eventually found a trooper responding to a call about the fire.
The State Troopers are presenting a special award Friday to the dog.
Buddy will receive an engraved silver-plated dog bowl in Anchorage.
Heinrichs suffered minor flash burns on his face. The workshop was
destroyed, but only some of the window trim on the house was damaged.

Child services contractor sentenced to jail
A child services contractor has been sentenced to seven and a half years in
prison in a case linked to the starvation death of a disabled 14-year-old girl.
A judge on Thursday gave 72-year-old Earle McNeill a far longer term
than the four colleagues sentenced to date from MultiEthnic Behavioral Services. Four others were convicted at trial this year and are awaiting sentence.
Prosecutors say the company forged documents after the 2006 death of
Danieal Kelly to suggest home visits to her family and other needy clients
that never occurred.
McNeill is a company co-founder who pleaded guilty to one fraud
count. Defense lawyer Jeffrey Miller says McNeill helped backdate documents amid a city audit.

New campus signs

Continued from page 4
took four years of Spanish in high
school, and fulfilled her college HSL
requirements through online Spanish
classes.
"In all honesty, (I decided to take
online language learning courses)
because I have a hard time going to
class;' said Shimomura, "...1 find that
I learn better at my own pace:'
Some students like Shimomura
find that they would have learned
more live classes rather than online
courses.
She found that if a student wants to
actually learn the language instead of
taking the class to receive a credit, then
the live course is the right choice.
Shinagawa suggests to students
who are interested in taking an online
language course to read each chapter,
look at their schedules and keep track
of their progress.
"My goal is for online classes to
have the same result as face to face
classes;' said Shinagawa.

KYLE DURIGAN/ KAPI'O

With more traffic on the KCC campus, Auxiliary Services is looking to
make the campus easier to navigate around by installing double-sided
nine-foot signs telling new people how to get to different buildings.
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Earth Day festivities a success

By Kyle Durigan
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

When the word "sustainable" comes up there are many
different interpretations.
Sustainability is balancing social, environmental and
economic factors so future generations have similar life
styles.
There are many ways to help sustain all of these factors,
which is where Earth Day comes in.
It was the perfect day for local vendors to show their
worldly support. The sun was shining high, everyone was
in good spirit and the transformation was in progress.
KCC showed their support of the day on April23 by hosting a whole day's worth of events.
Not only was there a tree planted in celebration of
Earth day, there were also a signifcant amount of people,
not just students who decided to ditch the car or moped in
exchange for their non-polluting bicycles.
In addition, Phi Theta Kappa teamed up with the KCC
Sustainability committee to throw a day of food, information and live music. The day was a great way for social
networking for vendors and students.
Local vendor, Ka Lei eggs, a local egg farm, held a
booth to promote the buying of local foods and goods.
They showed the importance of buying locally, so that
energy, gas and freshness are conserved.

SEAN NAKAMURA /KAPI'O

1. Vendors and clubs set up stands in line in front of the cafeteria. 2. Ka Lei
Eggs, a local egg brand name promotes the environment by passing out OxoBiodegradable Bags. 3. Carl Jennings presents a workshop, Sustainabi/ity 101
in Kopiko 209 to educate people about Hawai'i as one of the world leaders in
sustainabi/ity. 4. Students dig a hole in front of the cafeteria to plant a tree. 5.
The tree will benefit from KCC's pipeline worm system.

By buying local, the energy normally used both in the
where the eggs are refrigerated and the plane
that they are transported on are eliminated, not to mention all the carbon gasses emitted from the used gasoline.
The Hawaii Nature center had a booth and open students eyes to all the volunteering opportunities available
to them. From planting endangered plants or maintaining
land from all invasive species, the options are limitless.
If you were looking to explore more into sustainability, Carl Jennings held a workshop, Sustainability 101.
The workshop consisted of the roots of sustaining our
resources without having to greatly sacrifice the economy
or relationships of outside vendors. It was mentioned that
there were over a million native Hawaiians who used to
live off the lands without any sort of importation of goods.
Currently, there are roughly a million residents on 'Oahu,
which just proves that we can live with lower amounts of
imports and rely more on local vendors.
All in all, Earth Day was a successful way at introducing new ways of sustainability to students.
Hopefully, the interest in saving our local and worldly
lands continues on and people will continue to give their
time and effort.
If we all just change little things in our life, we can have
a huge impact on the way our children and grandchildren
see our beautiful world.
ware~ouse
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By Kelli Yamaguchi
SPECIAL TO THE KAPI'O

The Kapio staff gather 'round for anothe-r
cooking competition, this time for everyone's
favorite baked good-the cookie!
Cookies turned out in all shapes and sizes
utilizing ingredients ranging from the tradi-

tiona! chocolate chip macadamia, to the unique
guava jelly.
This, by far, was one of our most popular
competitions with twenty-four of KCC's faculty
and staff turning out to help select our winner.
Cookies were rated on a scale between one to
five in each of t;he five following categories: taste,

appearance, complexity of flavor, creativity, and
overall awesomeness. ·
The competition was stiff-between the eight
entries, and the staff sat nervously in the judging
room, observing the judges' facial expressions
as they munched on mouthfuls of cookies. But,
after the crumbs had been wiped from the tables, ·

~I./AVA J~UV Pt>~f

and vote~ were tallied, Jasmine Muneoka's chewy
lemon cookies dusted with powdered sugar,
came out.on top.
_
Below, our top four cookie masters share their
recipes. So break _out your aprons, preheat your
ovens, and pour yourself a tall glass of milklet's get bakin'!

t>ArM~At, - I(AISIN

e.f>.t>kiU

't>t>kiU
1 {18.25 ounce)pack.,.ane femon cak.§ m~
2e99s
1/3 cup vegeta6fe oi{
1 teaspoon feroon exJract
1/3 cup confectioners' sugarfor decoration

1 cup 6utter
2/3 cup wfiite suoar
1/2 tea$p0on a{moruf ~ract
2 cups a{{purpose four
1 teaspoon gauvajelly in eacfi cookje

(]lrefieat oven to 375 degrees P {190 degrees C)
CJ>our cak.§ m~ into a farge 6ow[ Stir in eggs, oi'
and femon exJract unti{we{{ 6{entfed. ·
(])rop teaspoonfuls .o fdougli into a ·6ow{ of confectioners' sugar.
(j@{{ tliem around unti{ tliey're figlit{y covered. Once
sugared, put tfiem on an U1l{Jreased Cook._.ie sfieet. CBakg for 6 to 9 minutes in tlie prelieated uven. 'ITie
6ottoms wi{{ 6e fig lit 6rown, and tlie insit[es cliewy. ·

..

fPrelieat oven to 350 degrees.
In a medium 6ow{ cream togetlier 6utter andwfiite
suoar untifsmootfi.
::M~ in 1/2

teaspoon afmoruf ~ract.
::M~ in four unti{aouofi comes togetlier.
CJ«JII aouofi into 1-1/2 incfi 6a/1S, pface onto V:JV- .
9CR!£MPlD cookie slieet, mak.! a sma{{ fiofe in tfie center
ofeacfi 6all using you tfium6/finger.
Pi{{ fiofe witfi guava jelly. CBakJ for 14 - 18 minute-s, or
unti{ cook_ies are {igfit{y 6rown.
,.

I

AN Jlt>Nt>I(A~U M~Hrlt>N...
}l specia{ mention to }lfik,a rpjaftzorafffor rizaki1lfJ liis
scrumptious gooey peanut 6utter cfiocofate cookje. It was
_so yummy tfiat tfiere wasn 't enougfi to go arouncf..

·

'

2 cups ofjfower
1 tsp 6afjng powtfer
1 tsp 6afjng sotfa

'

1 tsp" saft. '"'
2 t6s vanillt:i

2e99s
1 cup 6utter
3 cups non ifjstant -oatmeaf
1.5 cups raisins
1 cup suo~r .
1 cup 6rown suoar

.. .

j

·.

fPreliiat oven:to 350 degrees. ·.
~
::M~tli:t_ary ingrea~nt$ t~g~t~funti{tfie~e are no
-dumps. . ·){ifd' in tlie wet ingri~ients one at ~t time wfiife sfow{y
stirring. - .
:Ne:(f.,-atfa in tfi~ oat~a{ (mak.! sure it's onoina{, not
.instant of any sort). :Jt{fa raisins to taste, 1.5 eups is
·suggested. ·
-·
;.
Scoop 2 ounce 6a~ onto' agreasetfcook_ie pan. Leave on
tfie mitftf(e rackfor 11 to 13 mi!lutes or untifgoUien.

{'

--

